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Optimal ontrol methods for implementing quantum modules with least amount of relaxative loss
are devised to give best approximations to unitary gates under relaxation. The potential gain by
optimal ontrol using relaxation parameters against time-optimal ontrol is explored and exemplied
in numerial and in algebrai terms: it is the method of hoie to govern quantum systems within
subspaes of weak relaxation whenever the drift Hamiltonian would otherwise drive the system
through fast deaying modes. In a standard model system generalising deoherene-free subspaes
to more realisti senarios, opengrape-derived ontrols realise a not with delities beyond 95%
instead of at most 15% for a standard Trotter expansion. As additional benet it requires ontrol
elds orders of magnitude lower than the bang-bang deouplings in the latter.
PACS numbers: 03.67.-a, 03.67.Lx, 03.65.Yz, 03.67.Pp; 82.56.Jn
I. INTRODUCTION
Using experimentally ontrollable quantum systems to
perform omputational tasks or to simulate other quan-
tum systems [1, 2℄ is promising: by exploiting quan-
tum oherenes, the omplexity of a problem may re-
due when hanging the setting from lassial to quan-
tum. Proteting quantum systems against relaxation is
therefore tantamount to using oherent superpositions as
a resoure. To this end, deoherene-free subspaes have
been applied [3℄, bang-bang ontrols [4℄ have been used
for deoupling the system from dissipative interation
with the environment, while a quantum Zeno approah
[5℄ may be taken to projetively keep the system within
the desired subspae [6℄. Controlling relaxation is both
important and demanding [7, 8, 9, 10℄, also in view of
fault-tolerant quantum omputing [11℄ or dynami error
orretion [12℄. Implementing quantum gates or quan-
tum modules experimentally is in fat a hallenge: one
has to ght relaxation while simultaneously steering the
quantum system with all its basis states into a linear im-
age of maximal overlap with the target gate.  Reently,
we showed how near time-optimal ontrol by grape [13℄
take pioneering realisations from their delity-limit to the
deoherene-limit [14℄.
In spetrosopy, optimal ontrol helps to keep the
state in slowly relaxing modes of the Liouville spae
[15, 16, 17℄. In quantum omputing, however, the en-
tire basis has to be transformed. For generi relaxation
senarios, this preludes simple adaptation to the entire
Liouville spae: the gain of going along proteted dimen-
sions is outweighed by losses in the orthoomplement.
Yet embedding logial qubits as deoherene-proteted
subsystem into a larger Liouville spae of the enoding
physial system raises questions: is the target module
reahable within the proteted subspae by admissible
∗
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ontrols?
In this ategory of setting, the extended gradient algo-
rithm opengrape turns out to be partiularly powerful
to give best approximations to unitary target gates in
relaxative quantum systems thus extending the toolbox
of quantum ontrol, see e.g. [13, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,
24, 25, 26℄. Moreover, building upon a preursor of this
work [27℄, it has been shown in [28℄ that non-Markovian
relaxation models an be treated likewise, provided there
is a nite-dimensional embedding suh that the embed-
ded system itself ultimately interats with the environ-
ment in a Markovian way. Time dependent Γ(t) have
reently also been treated in the Markovian [29, 30℄ and
non-Markovian regime [31℄.
Here we study model systems that are fully ontrollable
[32, 33, 34, 35℄, i.e. those in whihnegleting relaxation
for the momentto any initial density operator ρ, the en-
tire unitary orbit U(ρ) := {UρU−1 |U unitary} an be
reahed [36℄ by evolutions under the system Hamiltonian
(drift) and the experimentally admissible ontrols. More-
over, ertain tasks an be performed within a subspae,
e.g. a subspae proteted totally or partially against re-
laxation expliitly given in the equation of motion.
II. THEORY
Unitary modules for quantum omputation require
synthesising a simultaneous linear image of all the basis
states spanning the Hilbert spae or subspae on whih
the gates shall at. It thus generalises the spetrosopi
task to transfer the state of a system from a given initial
one into maximal overlap with a desired target state.
A. Preliminaries
The ontrol problem of maximising this overlap sub-
jet to the dynamis being governed by an equation of
motion may be addressed by our algorithm grape [13℄.
2For state-to-state transfer in spetrosopy, one simply
refers to the Hamiltonian equations of motion known as
Shrödinger's equation (for pure states of losed systems
represented in Hilbert spae) or to Liouville's equation
(for density operators in Liouville spae)
˙|ψ〉 = −iH |ψ〉 (1)
ρ˙ = −i [H, ρ] . (2)
In quantum omputation, however, the above have to
be lifted to the orresponding operator equations, whih
is failitated using the notations AdU (·) := U(·)U
†
and
adH (·) := [H, (·)] with U := e
−itH
obeying
e−it adH (·) = AdU (·) (3)
and using `◦' for the omposition of maps in
U˙ = −iH U (4)
d
dt AdU = −i adH ◦ AdU . (5)
These operator equations of motion our in two senar-
ios for realising quantum gates or modules U(T ) with
maximum trae delities: The normalised quality fun-
tion (setting N := 2n for an n-qubit system heneforth)
f ′ := 1N Re tr{U
†
targetU(T )} (6)
overs the ase where overall global phases shall be re-
speted, whereas if a global phase is immaterial [22℄
(while the xed phase relation between the matrix
olumns is kept as opposed to ref. [37℄), the quality fun-
tion
f := 1N Re tr{Ad
†
Utarget
AdU(T )} =
∣∣f ′
∣∣2
(7)
applies. The latter identity is most easily seen [22℄ in
the so-alled vec-representation [38℄ of ρ where one gets
the onjugation superoperator AdU = U¯ ⊗ U (with U¯
denoting the omplex onjugate) and the ommutator
superoperator adH = 1l⊗H −H
t ⊗ 1l.
B. Open grape
Likewise, under relaxation introdued by the operator
Γ (whih may, e.g., take GKS-Lindblad form), the re-
spetive Master equations for state transfer [35℄ and its
lift for gate synthesis read
ρ˙ = −(i adH +Γ) ρ (8)
F˙ = −(i adH +Γ) ◦ F . (9)
Again with N := 2n in n-qubit system, F denotes a quan-
tum map in GL(N2) as linear image over all basis states
of the Liouville spae representing the open system. The
Lie-semigroup properties of F (t) have reently been elu-
idated in detail [39℄: it is important to note that only in
the speial (and highly unusual) ase of [adH , Γ ] = 0 the
ρ0 = ρSE(0)⊗ ρB(0)
AdW (t)
−−−−−−−−−→ ρ(t) = W (t)ρ0W
†(t)
ΠSE
??ytrB ΠSE
??ytrB
ρSE(0)
FSE(t)
−−−−−−−−−→ ρSE(t)
ΠS
??ytrE ΠS
??ytrE
ρS(0)
FS(t)
−−−−−−−−→ ρS(t)
Figure 1: Time-evolution of a quantum system (S) embed-
ded in some environment (E) and oupled to a bath (B). If
the universal system evolves under the global unitary W (t),
opengrape provides optimal ontrols for the ategory of se-
narios for whih there is a nite-dimensional embedding suh
that the embedded system (SE) follows a time evolution un-
der a Markovian quantum map FSE(t), while the redued sys-
tem of onern (S) may evolve in a non-Markovian way by a
generi quantum map FS(t). In the simplest of ases, ρSE(0)
is of tensor produt form with FS(t) being Markovian itself.
map F (t) boils down to a mere ontration of the unitary
onjugation AdU . In general, however, one is faed with
an intriate interplay of the respetive oherent (i adH)
and inoherent (Γ) part of the time evolution: it explores
a muh riher set of quantum maps than ontrations of
AdU , as expressed in [39℄ in terms of a k, p-deomposition
of the generators in gl(N2,C) of quantum maps. As will
be shown below, it is this interplay that ultimately en-
tails the need for relaxation-optimised ontrol based on
the full knowledge of the Master Eqn. (9), while in the
speial ase of mere ontrations of AdU , traking maxi-
mum qualities against xed nal times (`top urves', vide
infra, e.g. Fig. 3 (a) upper panel) obtained for Γ = 0 plus
an estimate on the eigenvalues of Γ sue to ome up
with good guesses of ontrols.
Now for a Markovian Master equation to make sense in
terms of physis, it is important that the quantum sub-
system of onern is itself oupled to its environment in a
way justifying to neglet any memory eets. This means
the harateristi time sales under whih the environ-
ment orrelation funtions deay have to be suiently
smaller than the time sale for the quantum evolution
of the subsystem (see, e.g., [40℄).  More preisely, as
exemplied in Fig. 1, we will assume that either the quan-
tum system itself (S) or a nite-dimensional embedding
of the system (SE) an be separated from the environ-
mental bath (B) suh that (at least) one of the quantum
maps of the redued system FS(t) or FSE(t) is Marko-
vian and allows for a desription by a ompletely posi-
tive semigroup [41, 42, 43℄, if the time evolution for the
universal omposite of (embedded) system plus bath is
unitary. Examples where FS(t) is Markovian have been
given in a preursor [27℄ to this study, while a onrete
setting of a qubit (S) oupled on a non-Markovian sale
to a two-level utuator (E), whih in turn interats in
a Markovian way with a bosoni bath (B) has been de-
sribed in detail in [28℄.
3Heneforth, for desribing the method we will drop the
subsript to the quantum map F (t) and taitly assume
we refer to the smallest embedding suh that the map is
Markovian and governed by Eqn. (9).
Moreover, if the Hamiltonian is omposed of the drift
term Hd and ontrol terms Hj with pieewise onstant
ontrol amplitudes uj(tk) for tk ∈ [0, T ]
H(tk) := Hd+
∑
j
uj(tk)Hj with uj(tk) ∈ U ⊆ R (10)
then Eqn. (9) denes a bilinear ontrol system.
With these stipulations, the grape algorithm an be
lifted to the superoperator level in order to ope with
open systems by numerially optimising the trae delity
ftr := Re tr{Ad
†
Utarget
F (T )} (11)
for xed nal time T . For simpliity, we heneforth as-
sume equal time spaing ∆t := tk − tk−1 for all time
slots k = 1, 2, . . . ,M , so T = M · ∆t. Therefore
F (T ) = FM · FM−1 · · ·Fk · · ·F2 · F1 with every map tak-
ing the form Fk = exp{−(i adH(tk)+Γ(tk))∆t} leads to
the derivatives
∂ftr
∂uj(tk)
= −Re tr
{
Ad†U ·FM · FM−1 · · ·Fk+1 ×
×
(
i adHj +
∂Γ(uj(tk))
∂uj(tk)
)
Fk∆t× Fk−1 · · ·F2 · F1
}
(12)
for the reursive gradient sheme
u
(r+1)
j (tk) = u
(r)
j (tk) + αr
∂ftr
∂uj(tk)
, (13)
where often the uniform ∆t is absorbed into the step size
αr > 0. It gives the update from iteration r to r + 1 of
the ontrol amplitude uj to ontrol Hj in time slot tk.
Numerial Setting
Numerial opengrape typially started from some 50
initial onditions to eah xed nal time taking then some
r = 10−30×103 iterations (see Eqn. 13) to arrive at one
point in the top urve shown as upper trae in Fig. 3.
In ontrast, for nding time-optimised ontrols in the
losed referene system, we used grape for traking top
urves: this is done by performing optimisations with
xed nal time, whih is then suessively dereased so
as to give a top urve g(T ) of quality against duration
of ontrol, a standard proedure used in, e.g., Ref. [22℄.
Finding ontrols for eah xed nal time was typially
starting out from some 20 random initial ontrol se-
quenes. Convergene to one of the points in time (where
Fig. 3 shows mean and extremes for a familiy of 15 dif-
ferent suh optimised ontrol sequenes) required some
r = 1000 reursive iterations eah.  Numerial exper-
iments were arried out on single workstations with 512
MHz to 1.2 GHz tat rates and 512 MB RAM.
Clearly, there is no guarantee of nding the global op-
timum this way, yet the improvements are substantial.
III. EXPLORING APPLICATIONS BY MODEL
SYSTEMS
By way of example, the purpose of this setion is to
demonstrate the power of optimal ontrol of open quan-
tum systems as a realisti means for proteting from re-
laxation. In order to ompare the results with idealised
senarios of `deoherene-free subspaes' and `bang-bang
deoupling', we hoose two model systems that an par-
tially be trated by algebrai means. Comparing nu-
merial results with analytial ones will thus eluidate
the pros of numerial optimal ontrol over previous ap-
proahes.  In order to avoid misunderstandings, how-
ever, we should emphasize our algorithmi approah to
ontrolling open systems (opengrape) is by no means
limited to operating within suh predesigned subspaes
of weak deoherene: e.g., in Ref. [28℄ we have worked in
the full Liouville spae of a non-Markovian target system.
Yet, not only are subspaes of weak deoherene pra-
tially important, they also lend themselves to demon-
strate the advantages of relaxation-optimised ontrol in
the ase of Markovian systems with time independent
relaxation operator Γ, whih we fous on in this setion.
The starting point is the usual enoding of one logial
qubit in Bell states of two physial ones
|0〉L :=
1√
2
{|01〉+ |10〉} = |ψ+〉
|1〉L :=
1√
2
{|01〉 − |10〉} = |ψ−〉
(14)
Four elements then span a Hermitian operator subspae
proteted against T2-type relaxation
B := span
R
{|ψ±〉〈ψ±|} . (15)
This an readily be seen, sine for any ρ ∈ B
Γ0(ρ) := [zz, [zz, ρ]] = 0 , (16)
where heneforth we use the short-hand zz := σz ⊗ σz/2
and likewise xx as well as 1lµν1l := 121l2 ⊗ σµ ⊗ σν ⊗ 1l2
for µ, ν ∈ {x, y, z, 1l}. Interpreting Eqn. 16 as perfet
protetion against T2-type deoherene is in line with the
slow-tumbling limit of the Bloh-Redeld relaxation by
the spin tensor A2,(0,0) :=
1√
6
(32 zz − I1I2) [44℄
ΓT2(ρ) := [A
†
2,(0,0), [A2,(0,0), ρ]] =
9
24 [zz, [zz, ρ]] = 0 .
(17)
For the sake of being more realisti, the model relax-
ation superoperator mimiking dipole-dipole relaxation
within the two spin pairs in the sense of Bloh-Redeld
theory is extended from overing solely T2-type deoher-
ene to mildly inluding T1 dissipation by taking (for eah
basis state ρ) the sum [44℄
Γ(ρ) :=
1∑
m1,m2=−1
[
A†2,(m1,m2) ,
[
A2,(m1,m2) , ρ
]]
, (18)
in whih the zeroth-order tensor A2,(0,0) ∼ zz is then
saled 100 times stronger than the new terms. So the
resulting model relaxation rate onstants nally beome
T−12 : T
−1
1 = 4.027 s
−1 : 0.024 s−1 ≃ 170 : 1.
4A. Controllability Combined with Protetability
against Relaxation
In pratial appliations of a given system, a entral
problem boils down to simultaneously solving two ques-
tions: (i) is the (sub)system fully ontrollable and (ii) an
the (sub)system be deoupled from fast relaxing modes
while being steered to the target.
It is for answering these questions in algebrai terms
that we have hosen the following oupling interations:
if the two physial qubits are oupled by a Heisenberg-XX
interation and the ontrols take the form of z-pulses
ating jointly on the two qubits with opposite sign, one
obtains the usual fully ontrollable logial single qubit
over B, beause
〈(z1l− 1lz), (xx+ yy)〉Lie
rep
= su(2) , (19)
where 〈·〉Lie denotes the Lie losure under ommutation
(whih here gives (yx− xy) as third generator to su(2)).
Model System I
By oupling two of the above qubit pairs with an Ising-
ZZ interation as in Refs. [45, 46, 47℄ one gets the stan-
dard logial two-spin system serving as our referene Sys-
tem I: it is dened by the drift Hamiltonian HD1 and the
ontrol Hamiltonians HC1, HC2
HD1 :=Jxx (xx1l1l + 1l1lxx + yy1l1l + 1l1lyy) + Jzz 1lzz1l
HC1 :=z1l1l1l− 1lz1l1l
HC2 :=1l1lz1l− 1l1l1lz , (20)
where the oupling onstants are set to Jxx = 2 Hz and
Jzz = 1 Hz. Hene, over the T2-deoherene proteted
subspae spanned by the four-qubit Bell basis B⊗B one
obtains a fully ontrollable logial two-qubit system
〈HD1, HC1, HC2〉Lie
∣∣
B⊗B
rep
= su(4) . (21)
As illustrated in Fig. 2, in the eigenbasis of Γ (of Eqn. 18)
the Hamiltonian superoperators adH take blok diagonal
form, where the rst blok ats on the Liouville subspae
B ⊗ B spanning the states proteted against T2-type re-
laxation. Thus in more abstrat terms (and realling
Eqn. 3), the Hamiltonians of System I restrited to the
T2-proteted blok, {adHD1 , adHD1 , adHD1}
∣∣
B⊗B, gener-
ate AdSU(4) as group of inner automorphisms over the
proteted states.
Model System II
Now, by extending the Ising-ZZ oupling between the
two qubit pairs to an isotropi Heisenberg-XXX intera-
tion, one gets what we dene as System II. Its drift term
D2
D2
256 x 256
64
64
128ìììì ìì ìì
adH 7→
`
adH
´
Γ
Figure 2: (Colour online) In a physial four-qubit system
for enoding two logial qubits, the Hamiltonians (in their
superoperator representations of adH) take the form of
256 × 256 matries. In the eigenbasis of Γ (Eqn. 18), the
drift Hamiltonian adHD1 of System I blok diagonalises into
slowly relaxing modes (blue) with relaxation rate onstants
in the interval [0 s−1, 0.060 s−1], moderately relaxing modes
(magenta) with [4.01 s−1, 4.06 s−1], and fast relaxing modes
(red) with [8.02 s−1, 8.06 s−1]. In System II the Hamiltonian
adHD1+D2 omprises o-diagonal bloks (empty boxes)
that make the proteted modes exhange with the fast
deaying ones. [NB: for pure T2-relaxation (Eqn. 17), the
relaxation-rate eigenvalues would further degenerate to 0 s−1
(`deoherene-free'), 4 s−1 (medium) and 8 s−1 (fast) while
maintaining the same blok struture℄.
with the oupling onstants being set to Jxx = 2 Hz and
Jxyz = 1 Hz reads
HD1+D2 := Jxx
(
xx1l1l + 1l1lxx + yy1l1l + 1l1lyy
)
+Jxyz
(
1lxx1l + 1lyy1l + 1lzz1l
)
(22)
and it takes the system out of the deoherene-proteted
subspae due to the o-diagonal bloks in Fig. 2; so the
dynamis nds its Lie losure in a muh larger algebra
isomorphi to so(12),
dim 〈(HD1+D2), HC1, HC2〉Lie = 66 , (23)
to whih su(4) is but a subalgebra.
Note that e−ipiHCν (HD1+D2)eipiHCν = HD1−D2 for ei-
ther ν = 1, 2. So invoking Trotter's formula
lim
n→∞
(
e−i(HD1+D2)/(2n)e−i(HD1−D2)/(2n)
)n
= e−iHD1
(24)
it is easy to see that the dynamis of System II may re-
due to the subspae of System I in the limit of innitely
many swithings of ontrols HC1 or HC2 and free evo-
lution under HD1+D2. It is in this deoupling limit that
System II enodes a fully ontrollable logial two-qubit
system over the then dynamially protetable basis states
of B ⊗ B.
In the following paragraph we may thus ompare the
numerial results of deoherene-protetion by optimal
ontrol with alternative pulse sequenes derived by pa-
per and pen exploiting the Trotter limit. As an example
we hoose the CNOT gate in a logial two-qubit system
enoded in the proteted four-qubit physial basis B⊗B.
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Figure 3: (Colour online) Fidelity of a CNOT gate enoded in an open system of four physial qubits in dierent senarios of
System II (see text). For referene, the top panel of (a) shows the top urve g0(T ) onsisting of maximum obtainable delities
against xed nal time T in the absene of relaxation; mean and rmsd are shown for families of 15 independent ontrol sequenes
generated for eah T . The lower panel of (a) shows their performane vastly sattering in the presene of relaxation (•) with the
intervals giving mean ± rmsd for all the 15 ontrol sequenes tested (dots for best and worst values), while numerial optimal
ontrol under expliit relaxation (•) is far superior. In (b) these results are ompared with (◦) by naive Trotter alulations
assuming to every interation the inverse is diretly obtainable; (•) depits a realisti Trotter approah, where the inverse has to
be expliitly generated. The numbers in brakets (n1, n2, p) give the expansion oeients n1, n2 of Fig. 5 and the max. ontrol
power p (ounted as number of 2π-rotations per seond). Note that numerial optimal ontrol requires some four orders of
magnitude less power than the bang-bang type deoupling from fast relaxing modes used in the Trotter expansions. The upper
quality limit is imposed by slow T1-type relaxation (see text). Without relaxation, all the Trotter sequenes would ahieve
delities between 93 and 99 %, exept (⋆) the ones limited to ontrol elds of powers p ≤ 50 Hz: they would fall below 5%.
B. Results on Performing Target Operations under
Simultaneous Deoupling
The model systems are ompletely parameterised by
their respetive Master equations, i.e. by putting to-
gether the Hamiltonian parts of Eqns. (20) for System I
or Eqn. (22) for System II and the relaxative part ex-
pressed in Eqn. (18). We will thus ompare dierent
senarios of approximating the logial CNOT target gate
(AdUCNOT) by the respetive quantum map F (T ) while
at the same time, the logial two-qubit subsystem has to
be deoupled from the fast deaying modes in order to
remain within a weakly relaxing subspae. This is what
makes it a demanding simultaneous optimisation task.
 The numerial and analytial results are summerised
in Fig. 3; they ome about as follows.
1. Comparison of Relaxation-Optimised and Near
Time-Optimal Controls
With deoherene-avoiding numerially optimised on-
trols one obtains a delity beyond 95%, while near time-
optimal ontrols show a broad sattering as soon as re-
laxation is taken into aount: among the family of 15
sequenes generated, serendipity may help some of them
to reah a quality of 85 to 90%, while others perform
as bad as giving 65%. With opengrape performing
about two standard deviations better than the mean ob-
tained without taking relaxation into aount, only 2.5%
of near time-optimal ontrol sequenes would roughly be
expeted to reah a delity beyond 95% just by hane.
Fig. 4 then eluidates how the new deoherene avoid-
ing ontrols keep the system almost perfetly within
the slowly-relaxing subspae, whereas onventional near
time-optimal ontrols partly sweep through the fast-
relaxing subspae thus leading to inferior quality.
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Figure 4: (Colour online) (a) Time evolution of all the pro-
teted basis states under a typial time-optimised ontrol of
Fig.3. Projetions into the slowly-relaxing and fast-relaxing
parts of the Liouville spae are shown. (b) Same for the new
deoherene-avoiding ontrols. System II (see text) then stays
almost entirely within the T2-proteted subspae.
6Figure 5: Impratial aademi alternative to numerial ontrol: the algebrai derivation of ontrols for a CNOT in the slowly-
relaxing subspae proeeds from (a) the logial two-qubit system via (b) the enoded shemati physial four-qubit system to
the physial realisations in the settings of () System I and (d) System II as dened in the text. Note that by the denition of
the enoding Bell states (Eqn. 14) all angles halve upon going from (a) to (b). Eetive Hamiltonians τH are represented by
large frames; n1, n2 indiate repetitions for the respetive Trotter expansions. Blak bars are loal
pi
2
-pulses with phases given
as subsript unless other rotation angles given on top; empty bars denote loal z-rotations by ip angle π. These pulses an be
seen as bang-bang type ontrols; due to the high repetition rates (n1 = 2 but n2 = 64) the Trotter expansions aumulate eld
strengths of p ≃ 500 kHz, while the pulse shapes from optimal ontrol require p ≤ 50 Hz. Expanding the interior Hamiltonian
in (b) is even more ompliated (not shown here)
2. Comparison to Paper-and-Pen Solutions
Algebrai alternatives to numerial methods of optimal
ontrol exploit Trotter's formula for remaining within the
slowly-relaxing subspae when realising the target, see,
e.g. [48℄. Though straightforward, they soon beome
unhandy as shown in Fig. 5. Assuming for the moment
that to any evolution under a drift Hd the inverse evo-
lution under −Hd is diretly available, the orrespond-
ing naive expansions take almost 3 times the length of
the numerial results, yet requiring muh stronger ontrol
elds (1 − 17 kHz instead of 50 Hz) as shown in Fig. 3.
In pratie, however, the inverse is often not immedi-
ately reahable, but will require waiting for periodiity.
For instane, in the Trotter deomposition of Fig. 5 (),
the Ising term HZZ := 1lzz1l as part of the drift Hamil-
tonian HD1+D2 is also needed with negative sign so that
all terms governed by Jxyz in Eqn. 22 anel and only
the Heisenberg-XX terms governed by JXX survive. But
HZZ annot be sign-reversed diretly by the z-ontrols
in the sense 1lzz1l 7→ −1lzz1l sine it learly ommutes
with the z-ontrols. Thus one will have to hoose evolu-
tion times (τ2 in Fig. 5) long enough to exploit (quasi)
periodiity. However, HD1+D2 shows eigenvalues laking
periodiity within pratial ranges altogether. Moreover,
the non-zero eigenvalues of HD1+D2 do not even our in
pairs of opposite sign, hene there is no unitary transform
U : H 7→ −H = UAU † to reverse them, and a forteriori
there is no loal ontrol that ould do so either [49℄.
Yet, when shifting the oupling to Jxx = 2.23 Hz to
introdue a favourable quasi-periodiity, one obtains al-
most perfet projetion (ftr ≥ 1−10
−10
) onto the inverse
drift evolution of System II, to wit U−1 := e+i
pi
4HD1+D2
after 3.98 se and onto −U−1 after 1.99 se. Thus the
identity Ad(−U−1) = Ad(U−1) may be exploited to ut
the duration for implementing AdU−1 to 1.99 se. Yet,
even with these failitations, the total length required for
a realisti Trotter deomposition (with an overall trae
delity of ftr ≥ 94.1 % in the absene of deoherene)
amounts to some 28.5 se as shown in Fig. 3. Moreover,
as soon as one inludes very mild T1-type proesses, the
relaxation rate onstants in the deoherene-proteted
subspae are no longer stritly zero (as for pure T2-type
relaxation), but over the interval [0 s−1, 0.060 s−1]. Un-
der these realisti onditions, a Trotter expansion gives
no more than 15% delity, while the new numerial meth-
ods allow for realisations beyond 95% delity in the same
setting (even with the original parameter Jxx = 2.0 Hz).
IV. DISCUSSION
In order to extrat strategies of how to ght relaxation
by means of optimal ontrol, we lassify open quantum
systems (i) by their dynamis being Markovian or non-
Markovian and (ii) by the (Liouville) state spae diretly
representing logial qubits either diretly without enod-
ing or indiretly with one logial qubit being enoded by
several physial ones. So the subsequent disussion will
lead to assigning dierent potential gains to dierent se-
7narios as summerised in Table I.
Before going into them in more detail, reall (from the
setion on numerial setting) that the top urve g0(T )
shall denote the maximum delity against nal times T
as obtained for the analogous losed quantum system
(i.e. setting Γ = 0) by way of numerial optimal on-
trol. Moreover, dene T∗ as the smallest time suh that
g0(T∗) = 1 − ε, where ε denotes some error-orretion
threshold.
First (I), onsider the simple ase of a Markovian quan-
tum system with no enoding between logial and phys-
ial qubits, and assume g0(T ) has already been deter-
mined. If as a trivial instane (I.a) one had a uniform
deay rate onstant γ so Γ = γ1l, then the delity in
the presene of relaxation would simply boil down to
f(T ) = g0(T ) · e
−T ·γ
. Dene T ′∗ := argmax{f(T )} and
pik the set of ontrols leading to g0(T
′
∗) alulated in
the absene of relaxation for traking g0(T ). In the sim-
plest setting, they would already be `optimal' without
ever having resorted to optimising an expliitly open sys-
tem. More roughly, the time-optimal ontrols at T = T∗
already provide a good approximation to ghting relax-
ation if T∗ − T ′∗ ≥ 0 is small, i.e. if γ > 0 is small.
Next onsider a Markovian system without oding,
where Γ 6= γ1l is not fully degenerate (I.b). Let {γj}
denote the set of (the real parts of the) eigenvalues of
Γ. Then, by onvexity of {e−γt | t, γ > 0}, the following
rough [53℄ yet useful limits to the delity f(T ) obtainable
in the open system apply
g0(T )·exp{−
T
N2
N2∑
j=1
γj} . f(T ) . g0(T )·
1
N2
N2∑
j=1
e−γjT .
(25)
Hene the optimisation task in the open system
amounts to approximating the target unitary gate
(AdUtarget ) by the quantum map F (T ) resulting from evo-
lution under the ontrols subjet to the ondition that
modes of dierent deay rate onstants γj 6= γk are in-
terhanged to the least possible amount during the en-
tire duration 0 ≤ t ≤ T of the ontrols. An appliation of
this strategy known in NMR spetrosopy as TROSY [50℄
makes use of dierential line broadening [51℄ and partial
anellation of relaxative ontributions. Clearly, unless
the eigenvalues γj do not signiantly disperse, the ad-
vantage by optimal ontrol under expliit relaxation will
be modest, sine the potential gain in this senario relates
to the variane σ2({γj}).
The situation beomes signiantly more rewarding
when moving to the ategory (II) of optimisations re-
strited to a weakly relaxing (physial) subspae used
to enode logial qubits. A fous of this work has been
on showing that for Markovian systems enoding logial
qubits, the knowledge of the relaxation parameters trans-
lates into signiant advantages of relaxation-optimised
ontrols over time-optimised ones. This is due to a dual
eet: opengrape readily deouples the enoding sub-
system from fast relaxing modes while simultaneously
generating a quantum map of (lose to) best math to
Table I: Gain Potential for Relaxation-Optimised Controls
versus Time-Optimised Controls
Category Markovian non-Markovian
enoding:
proteted subspae big (diult
a
)
no enoding:
full Liouville spae smallmedium mediumbig [28℄
a
The problem atually roots in nding a viable proteted subspae
rather than drawing prot from it.
the target unitary. Clearly, the more the deay of the
subspae diers from its embedding, the larger the ad-
vantage of relaxation-optimised ontrol beomes. More-
over, as soon as the relaxation-rate onstants of the pro-
teted subsystem also disperse among themselves, modes
of dierent deay should again only be interhanged to
the least amount neessarythus eluidating the very in-
triate interplay of simultaneous optimisation tasks that
makes them prone for numerial strategies.
In ontrast, in the ase of entirely unknown relax-
ation harateristis, where, e.g., model building and sys-
tem identiation of the relaxative part is preluded or
too ostly, we have demonstrated that guesses of time-
optimal ontrol sequenes as obtained from the analo-
gous losed system mayjust by haneope with re-
laxation. This omes at the ost of making sure a su-
iently large family of time-optimal ontrols is ultimately
tested in the atual experiment for seleting among many
suh andidates by trial and errorlearly no more than
the seond best hoie after optimal ontrol under expli-
itly known relaxation.
In the non-Markovian ase, however, it beomes in gen-
eral very diult to nd a ommon weakly relaxing sub-
spae for enoding (II.b): there is no Master equation
of GKS-Lindblad form, the Γ(t) of whih ould serve as
a guideline to nding proteted subspaes. Rather, one
would have to analyse the orresponding non-Markovian
Kraus maps for weakly ontrated subspaes allowing for
enodings.  However, in non-Markovian senarios, the
pros of relaxation-optimised ontrol already beome sig-
niant without enoding as has been demonstrated in
[28℄.
Simultaneous Transfer in Spetrosopy
Finally, note that the presented algorithm also solves
(as a by-produt) the problem of simultaneous state-to-
state transfer that may be of interest in oherent spe-
trosopy [52℄. While Eqns. 9 and 11 refer to the full-rank
linear image F , one may readily projet onto the states
of onern by the appropriate projetor Π to obtain the
8respetive dynamis and quality fator of the subsystem
Π F˙ = −Π (i adH +Γ) ◦ F (26)
f
(Π)
tr =
1
rkΠ Re tr{Π
t F †targetΠ F (T ) } (27)
reproduing Eqn. 8 in the limit of Π being a rank-1 pro-
jetor. While suh rank-1 problems under relaxation were
treated in [15℄, the algorithmi setting of opengrape put
forward here allows for projetors of arbitrary rank, e.g.,
1 ≤ rkΠ ≤ N for n spin- 12 qubits with N := 2
n
. Clearly,
the rank equals the number of orthogonal state-to-state
optimisation problems to be solved simultaneously.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have provided numerial optimal-ontrol tools to
systematially nd near optimal approximations to uni-
tary target modules in open quantum systems. The pros
of relaxation-optimised ontrols over time-optimised ones
depend on the spei experimental senario. We have
extensively disussed strategies for ghting relaxation in
Markovian and non-Markovian settings with and without
enoding logial qubits in proteted subspaes. Numeri-
al results have been omplemented by algebrai analysis
of ontrollability in proteted subspaes under simulta-
neous deoupling from fast relaxing modes.
To omplement the aount on non-Markovian systems
in [28℄, the progress is quantitatively exemplied in a
typial Markovian model system of four physial qubits
enoding two logial ones: when the Master equation is
known, the new method is systemati and signiantly
superior to near time-optimal realisations, whih in turn
are but a guess when the relaxation proess annot be
quantitatively haraterised. In this ase, testing a set of
10−20 suh near time-optimal ontrol sequenes empiri-
ally is required for getting aeptable results with more
ondene, yet on the basis of trial and error. As follows
by ontrollability analysis, Trotter-type expansions allow
for realisations within slowly-relaxing subspaes in the
limit of innitely many swithings. However, in realisti
settings for obtaining inverse interations, they beome
so lengthy that they only work in the idealised limit of
both T2 and T1-deoherene-free subspaes, but fail as
soon as very mild T1-relaxation proesses our.
Optimal ontrol tools like opengrape are therefore the
method of hoie in systems with known relaxation pa-
rameters. They aomplish deoupling from fast relaxing
modes with several orders of magnitude less deoupling
power than by typial bang-bang ontrols. Being appli-
able to spin and pseudo-spin systems, they are antii-
pated to nd broad use for ghting relaxation in pratial
quantum ontrol. In a wide range of settings the benet
is most prominent when enoding the logial system in a
proteted subspae of a larger physial system. However,
the situation hanges upon shifting to a timevarying Γ(t)
[29℄, or to more advaned non-Markovian models with
Γ
(
u(t)
)
depending on time via the ontrol amplitudes
u(t) on timesales omparable to the quantum dynami
proess. Then the pros of optimal ontrol extend to the
entire Liouville spae, as shown in [28℄.
In order to fully exploit the power of optimal ontrol
of open systems the hallenge is shifted to (i) thoroughly
understanding the relaxation mehanisms pertinent to a
onrete quantum hardware arhiteture and (ii) being
able to determine its relaxation parameters to suient
auray.
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